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ABSTRACT
Elaborated gaze tracking devices are hitting the consumer
market. This gives an existing human-computer interaction
technique the chance to be widely applied in software applications. Programmers can benefit from this development.
They tend to work on multiple or large screens to interact
with diverse tools in parallel. When programmers switch
between reading and typing, the keyboard focus might not
be where expected. Such distractions leave the programmer
dissatisfied. Gaze information can help to determine which
tool a programmer focusses on.
Our goal is to explore the use of gaze information for programming environments. Specifically, we investigate a case
where a programmer’s view focus and the intended keyboard
focus correlate. For specific programming tasks, our work
shows that it is beneficial to set the keyboard focus to a programmer’s view focus.

CCS Concepts
•Software and its engineering ! Object oriented development; Software prototyping; Object oriented frameworks;
Integrated and visual development environments;
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In a programming environment, users perform various tasks
in multiple software environments. Situations can occur where
the keyboard focus is not set to the expected input field.
These cases create security flaws, distractions and dissatisfaction. A password can end up in the development chat
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instead of the password field. A shortcut can close the debugging session instead of a browser tab. Sometimes it is
even unclear if text was typed anywhere at all.
A programmer’s software environment necessitates a huge
amount of information to be visible right next to each other.
Figure 1 visualizes a multi-screen setup consisting of diverse
tools. The programmer has to combine a complex set of
information in order to write code. This includes reading
code and documentation, gathering runtime information, and
keeping the specification in mind. In addition, programming
is a collaborative task that adds chat windows, video calls,
and an email inbox to the environment.
Programmers have to interact with multiple tools and diverse content in parallel. This requires careful organization
of available screen space. As a result, it allows programmers
to display all the available information side by side. Software development is a profession that makes extensive use
of keyboard shortcuts to navigate such a complex environment. This often leads to avoiding pointing devices where
possible. As a consequence, visualizing keyboard focus becomes even more important.
This problem can easily be solved for situations that require modal interaction, such as password requests and points
of single access. For example, all content apart from the
modal dialog can be obstructed to guide the users view. However, this is not a good strategy for workflows that require
more than one source of information to be visible. A second
way is to clearly highlight the focused object. Visualizations
such as shadows, borders, or blinking cursors can quickly
become a design obstacle.
For this work, we assume that the keyboard focus is closely
connected to our view focus. More specific, we assume that
it is beneficial to derive the keyboard focus from a user’s
gaze. We draw our assumption from observations made in
human-to-human communication. Pointing in the direction
we want our opponent to look is not always necessary. For
example, a person can deduce that another person describes
a direction from the conversational context. Explicit pointing is rarely required when context information is available.
Following a person’s gaze already provides sufficient information about the center of the conversation.
We imagine a programming environment capable of combining context information with gaze to derive the correct
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Figure 1: Example of a programmer’s screen setup at the top has been simplified in the bottom view. It includes the
code and a shell on the central screen, contextual information adjacent to it and collaboration tools at the very left and
bottom right screen.
keyboard focus. The goal of this project is to consider a
programmer’s gaze when setting the keyboard focus. We
aim to reduce focusing errors that occur when a programmer
switches between reading information and creating code.

2.

Figure 2 explains the difference between our general and
working hypothesis. It shows that the view focus and the
desired keyboard focus only correlate in one specific case.
When deciding at any point if the keyboard focus should be
set to an object in a certain area, four situations are possible:

BACKGROUND

1. The object is in the viewed area and is the desired keyboard focus.

For our research, we distinguish between a general and
a working hypothesis. In this paper, we only evaluate the
latter.
Our general hypothesis is that it is possible to derive the
intended keyboard focus from a users gaze. Our working hypothesis here is that it is possible to set the keyboard focus to
exactly the input field the user is looking at. This excludes
cases in which gaze focus and intended keyboard focus differ.
We limit our hypotheses to programming environments.

Figure 2: View focus and desired keyboard focus corellate, but only in one of four cases.

2. The object is in the viewed area but is not the desired
keyboard focus.
3. The object is not in the viewed area but is the desired
keyboard focus.
4. The object is not in the viewed area and is not the desired keyboard focus.
Despite describing similar states, the four points underline
different use cases. First, in order to derive keyboard focus
from view focus, an environment has to be able to set the
keyboard focus where the users view focus is. Second, it
must be possible to detect when the keyboard focus should
not be set if the programmer is looking away from its desired
target. This happens e.g. when using a template to create
content. Third, it must be able to set a keyboard focus to a
target the user is not looking at. When browsing a list of objects with content, a person will constantly look at the target
where the content is displayed. The list itself, however, has
to catch the keyboard focus. Fourth, the environment must
prevent cases where the keyboard focus is set to a target that
is not viewed.
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Our work focuses on the first case. We assume that programmers can deal with an environment that sets the keyboard focus to what they look at. Within the scope of our
work lies evaluating whether this is a reasonable focusing
strategy or if it distracts the user. We also aim at evaluating different focusing strategies for the purpose of creating
textual. Those are introduced in the next section.

3.

switch, but concentrates on cases where files are stacked instead of arranged side-by-side [3].

4. IMPLEMENTATION
We suggest implementing a gaze-enhanced programming
environment on four levels, as visualized in Figure 3. Each
level allows for context specific adaptions.

RELATED WORK

Our work benefits from research in different areas. On a
technical level, gaze-tracking accuracy constantly improves.
On a medium level, a set of gaze input techniques has been
evolved and tested for a number of tasks. Finally, gazeenhancement for specific use cases in common software and
programming environments has been evaluated.
Current gaze tracking systems based on infrared light achieve
accuracies of 0.4°, or an average distance of 24mm from the
actual target with a 60cm distance to the screen [2]. RGB
image based solutions achieve accuracies of 2°[11]. This
means we can assume that it is possible to focus a normal
text area in an integrated development environment (IDE),
but will not succeed in reliably focusing buttons, or even
password input fields, without further algorithmic improvements. Vertegaal also stated the problem of accuracy, but
was able to confirm that Fitts law applies to gaze tracking
techniques [10]. We can therefore assume the scalability of
gaze control to large and multiple screens.
Leveraging gaze as a control technique, Zhai notes that
“the eye has not evolved to be a control organ” [12]. However, he sees pointing as a acceptable tasks, eventually finding warping to be a preferred pointing technique. Warping implements a focus point that gravitates towards near
objects. He distinguishes liberal warping that is constantly
changing the focus point, and conservative warping that only
changes focus using a trigger. He finds that liberal warping
was preferred by his users.
When transferring the task of pointing to more complex
use cases, conservative approaches are preferred. In EyePoint, Kumar concentrates on selection tasks. He finds that
his users preferred the look-press-look-release, which allows
selecting an element only while a trigger is being pressed
[6]. Kumar also suggests scrolling as a scenario where gaze
control can be useful [7]. Penkar finds benefits from navigating hypertext with gaze [8]. Penkar and Kumar extend a
list compiled by Jacob that also includes continuously displaying attributes, moving objects and invoking menu commands. Jacob also introduces listener windows that are capable of catching keyboard input once a user looks at them
[5]. We assume that listener windows are the most prevalent
scenario in a programming environment.
In the areas of programming environment, Glücker describes EyeDE as a gaze-enhanced software development
environment. He shows that invoking menu commands with
gaze is useful for jumping to method declarations and back,
looking up documentation and expanding function bodies.
Glücker also suggests fine-granulated pointing tasks such
as text highlighting. He also implements a gaze-based file

Figure 3: We implemented our gaze-enhanced environment on four layers.

4.1

Hardware

On the hardware level, current gaze tracking systems make
use of eye and head tracking techniques [1]. Eye tracking
calculates the pupil position relative to the eye. Head and
gaze tracking compute a position relative to a device and
typically require calibration. We use a gaze tracking system
for this project. For future projects, adding pure head tracking to this level is considered in Section 7.
There are two main techniques to measure the pupil position required for gaze. First, a standard image can be examined for features that reconcile eyes. The more accurate
method uses infrared light to discover pupils [11]. However
it might not work with certain illuminations. We decided for
an infrared-based approach, as programmers typically work
in well-lit environments.
To measure the head position, three approaches can be
taken. First, it is possible to fixate a face in relation to the
screen, making head position tracking obsolete. Second, a
head-mounted device can be used to measure tilt, rotation
and distance. Third, head position can be recovered based
on image processing. However, when using two cameras,
it is possible to bypass head position calculation, as in such
cases the pupil position can sufficiently be utilised to calculate its relation to a device. We chose the last approach, as it
combines accuracy with freedom of movement. We used a
Tobii EyeX Controller1 to gather gaze information.
1 http://www.tobii.com/xperience/products/
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4.2

Connector

The information gathered from the hardware can be preprocessed in order to communicate with the programming
environment. It is possible to establish a connection via low
level adapters that base upon inter-process communication.
A lighter level can be used to communicate gaze information to a remote system, e.g. an application running in the
browser. We implemented an inter-process communication
using process standard stream pipes.
On this level, the gaze information can be brought into
a processable format for the programming environment. It
is also possible to modify the frequency of position updates
in order to improve performance. If required, this level of
abstraction allows manipulating the gaze coordinates.

4.3

Software

We chose to implement our chosen aspect gaze control
in the Squeak [4] programming environment. The software
level allows us to implement our working hypothesis, by setting the keyboard focus to the currently viewed object.
It is required to transpose the gaze coordinates received
from the connector to the screen bounds of the programming
environment. If the environment is taking the full screen
space, this step can be avoided.
It is also possible to implement advanced pointing techniques. We chose to work in a live programming environment, as it can easily be adapted to test different techniques
and scenarios. It also allows simulating a combination of all
tools a programmer requires within one environment.
Being a live programming environment, Squeak provides
us with information about the bounds of all relevant objects
on the screen. It also allows testing different pointing techniques while working in the same environment. We experimented with different warping approaches, as well as cursor
and focus visualizations.2

4.4

Survey environment

We implemented a game that allows us to test the hypothesis we implemented on the software level. Our environment is supposed to test cases where a programmer has to
rapidly switch between view targets. This simulates gathering information from multiple places, as it is typical in a
programming environment. A programmer is also working
under a certain cognitive load, solving complex tasks. Since
a programmer mainly works with his keyboard, the test task
should mainly consist of typing.
Combining those properties, we implemented a game where,
in random screen positions, workspaces appear. To trigger
the next workspace, a math question has to be solved. This
creates a certain cognitive load for the participant. The answer has to be typed into the workspace, after it is focused.
Figure 4 shows an example workspace.
The benefit of having this game in a live programming
environment is that we can easily adapt it in order to test
scenarios two, three and four of Figure 2.
2 See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SNm0B0PTYQI
for a demonstration of our prototypical implementation.

Figure 4: The user has to type the answer to the question
in the top line into the workspace body.

5. EVALUATION
We asked twelve programmers to play the implemented
game. Each participant took two runs, one using the mouse
as pointing device, and one where keyboard focus was continuously set to gaze focus. A run defined as 40 seconds,
where numbers between zero and ten were added. We allowed for five questions of adjusting to the environment.
Before running with gaze control, participants calibrated the
gaze tracking system. For each run, we measured the number of correct and wrong answers. The accumulated amount
of solved questions allowed us to see if pointing with gaze
significantly differed from using a mouse. The amount of
correct answers gave us information about the cognitive load.
A significant increase of wrong answers could point us to
increased cognitive load, or distraction. We conducted retrospective interviews in order to learn about participants feelings towards gaze control and also collect further ideas.
Users averaged at 27 answers per minute using a mouse,
and 25.5 using gaze. They always gave one or less wrong
anwers. There was neither a significant drop in the number
of solved questions nor increase in wrong answers. Thus we
can assume that participants were able to focus with gaze
without performance drops. During the interview, we found
that most participants were impressed by the accuracy of
gaze control. The quickest person stated being on the verge
of feeling “cheated at” whenever the measured gaze coordinates were slightly off. One participant continued to work in
our environment for several minutes. He found that he felt
“exhausted after working with the gaze tracker for a longer
time”. Three participants stated that they had to focus the
workspace center instead of the question itself, which was
placed near the top border of the workspace. Due to inaccuracies, looking at an objects edges would not set the focus
the the object.
All participants gave us further ideas for gaze interaction.
Everyone had a blink-to-confirm interaction in mind, but
quickly withdrew the idea when simulating it, finding it too
similar to the natural reflex of blinking. Users also suggested
gestures such as nodding or shaking the head for confirmation and denial. One suggested allowing for concentrated
work in a single workspace by having a parking area for a
gaze cursor. When looking into the top right corner, for example, the gaze cursor could be parked or picked up.
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6.

DISCUSSION

We benefitted from working in the same programming environment that we conducted our study in. Our user study
and the gaze control techniques were both implemented in
Squeak. We implemented our evaluation game using the described focusing strategies ourselves. We later combined the
experiences we made here with the retrospective interview
results.

6.1

Refinements

During our work we kept adapting our system to test nonideal settings and tweak the programming experience.

100ms threshold.

Zhai arguments against a time threshold that controls when
a target should be selected and instead suggests liberal warping [12]. We found it helpful though to account for rapid eye
movements and errors to set the threshold to less than 100ms
until an object is focused.

No pointer.

We felt most comfortable with not moving a cursor at all
for tasks similar to programming. Instead, we only set the
keyboard focus to the currently viewed input field. When
working with text, fine granular movements of the mouse
cursor as described by Zhai [12] are not required as programmers rather use the keyboard here.

Centered information.

We found that it was simpler to focus elements when information was placed in the center rather than at the edges of
a text area. The gaze tracking coordinates differ about 2cm
from the actual gaze. When focusing adjacent workspaces,
this inaccuracy makes it difficult to determine which workspace
a programmer is looking at. When information is placed in
2cm distance to an area’s border, keyboard focus can be set
with more confidence.

Target size.

Our setup was too inaccurate to focus a single input line.
This affects single-line inputs such as passwords or chat clients.
However, adding a half line margin makes it possible to automatically focus those inputs.

6.2

Opinions and feelings

There were some major pain points with gaze-based focusing, whose origins are open for discussion.

Importance of gaze accuracy.

The hardware setup we used seemed sufficiently accurate. We let some of our participants skip the calibration
to simulate a long coding session that includes leaving the
workspace. This created just slight offsets, which had immense effect. Users felt cheated at and annoyed. They wanted
to adapt to the offset and demanded to see which caze coordinates the environment had computed.
It seems that usually users can adjust to a slight offset of

pointing devices. For gaze control, however, we see that
accurate gaze tracking is immensely important.

Cognitive load.

Working in a gaze-enhanced environment felt more straining for the eyes than usual.
We assume that, when eyes are to a certain extend used
as a control organ, cognitive load is increased. The reason
might be that users become aware of the usually subsconcious pupil movements.

6.3

Gaze gestures

We considered the use of head and gaze induced gestures
our participants suggested during evaluation in Section 5.

Parking lot.

Some programming tasks consist of long reading passages
where a keyboard focus is not required at all. In order to
decrease cognitive load as reported in 6.2, a sensitive area
could allow for pausing gaze control. When viewed, such an
area could toggle automatic keyboard focus setting.
Such a technique introduces a modal interaction. This requires cautious implementation in order to reduce the danger
of confusion by obscured state.

Head gestures.

In order to confirm or deny actions, simple gestures like
nodding or shaking the head were suggested. Such gestures
depend on the cultural context, but might be intuitive enough
to use. On the contrary, we expect the interpretation of pupil
movements to massively increase the cognitive load.

Facial expressions.

Pfister reports promising results [9] in automatically detecting and interpreting facial expressions. An expression of
confusion could be used to automatically show contextual
information. Anger could indicate questionable code quality. Signs of exhaustion could be used to suggest a break.

Blinking.

Triggering an action by blinking is a simply detectable
gesture. Blinking is, however, a frequently performed intuitive action. We expect that reacting to such an interaction
introduces a high rate of false positives. We also expect a
blink-based trigger to confuse and exhaust users.

7. FUTURE WORK
We see our work on gaze-based keyboard focus setting in
a programming environment as a first exploration. The main
focus of our future work in this area will be the identification
of further use cases in programming environments that can
be enhanced with gaze tracking information. Glücker [3]
concentrates his work on menu and file navigation. We will
aim at tasks where the eye takes over less control actions.
Based on our experience, we have claimed that programmers frequently use the keyboard instead of a pointing device to focus a text area. We plan on following this obser-
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vation to find out when a pointing device is actually used.
That way we expect to identify more use cases where gaze
information can be of use.
The situations identified in Section 2 will be in our immediate focus. We will test an environment where information
is further away from input fields. We will also concentrate
on how to browse lists while viewing on their content.
In order to implement these two use cases, it might be
required to treat UI elements differently based on desired
behavior. E. g., a list in a browser might have to interpret
arrow keys although a user is not looking at it. It is possible
that a context-oriented programming approach can be taken.
Our work has raised several questions. The perceived cognitive load described in Section 6.2 needs further investigation. In the context of our implemented framework, the time
used to solve a question and the time used to focus it have to
be measured independently. Increased cognitive load could
account for a longer thinking time, which might have been
obscured by a shorter pointing time.

8.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we explored techniques that make use of
gaze tracking information. Our objective was to apply such
techniques in a programming environment.
We concentrated on understanding which element a user
intends to manipulate by evaluating his gaze. We described
required capabilities of a programming environment that can
derive keyboard focus from gaze information. Specifically,
we investigated if it is practicable to set the keyboard focus to the screen coordinates of a programmers gaze. We
extended a live programming environment accordingly and
tested it with a simple task. We found that programmers
were able to use gaze for setting the keyboard focus.
We generalized our test setup based on our experiences,
showing points where such an environment can be modified
in order to compare different approaches. We will use this
setup in the future to continue our explorations.
While working in a gaze-enhanced environment, we found
that accuracy is very important when controlling aspects of
it with gaze. However, even with a very accurate setup, we
found hints that gaze control seems to cause fatigue and will
elaborate on this topic.
We learned that it is feasible to derive the keyboard focus
from view focus in certain situations. For future work, we
have set our main objective to evaluating situations where
view focus and keyboard focus diverge. Based on our explorations in this area, we expect that the strategies we presented can successfully be adapted in a programming environment.
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